Your pharmacy
can become the industry leader
with this simple solution to
unnecessary deaths ...
while increasing profits.

LifeReport

®

The Ultimate Overview of a Patient’s Medical Charts
LifeReport, is so comprehensive, and so easy to read with it’s at-a-glance feature
that it would be an ideal “first page” to any medical record keeping system.
It has the potential to become the industry answer
to the initial “presentation and standardization of electronic personal health records.”
LifeReport is a part of the Home Medical Manager System

Patent #: 7,260,586

LifeReport
BASIC INFORMATION:
Name, Address, Phones, Insurance, Co-Insurance
●
Birth date, Age,
SS#(Optional), Blood
Type, Height, Weight,
Blood Pressure, Immunizations, Living Will, Organ
Donor, DNR or Advanced
Directive with document
location.
●

®

. . . An Incredible Amount of Information in a Compact Template
PERMISSION TO READ

DATE OF CREATION AND/OR REVISIONS.

SCHEDULE OF
MEDICATIONS
(Including NonPrescription &
Supplements/Vitamin):
●
Photo of Drug and/or
Supplement
●
Name of Drug and/or
Supplement
●
Dosage
●
Prescribing Physician
(if any)
●
Special Instructions (if any)
●
Suggested Ingestion
Regimen, with ✪ symbol
identifies the optimum
time to take the drug
and/or supplements.

Name of Drug, Vitamin
and/or Supplement along
with the dosage that can be taken, only as
needed, for pain, cold, etc. The prescribing
physician (if any) is also listed here.

●

Known Allergies, reactions with details
and date.
●
Current Medical
Conditions, including a
brief description (if desired)
with date.
●
Surgeries & Procedures,
including a brief description
(if desired) physician contact
with date.
●
Past Medical Conditions,
identifies a brief description
(if desired), physician whom
provided diagnosis with date.

YOUR COMPANY
NAME:
●

Your Company/Pharmacy
lightly watermarked or
tinted here, so everyone
will know where to get
their LifeReport.

Please Note: A large portion of
LifeReport would be pre-printed
allowing for quick ink-jet or color
laser print-outs at point of
purchase/distribution.

EMERGENCY
CONTACT
INFORMATION:

MEDICATIONS
“AS NEEDED:”
●

MEDICAL INFORMATION:

PHYSICIAN’S INFORMATION:
●

Name, Phone, Specialty, Fax, City and State.

PHARMACY INFORMATION:
●

Name, Phone and Fax.

DISCLAIMER

●
Name of person to contact
in an emergency, relationship, home
phone, work phone, and cell phone
numbers.

LifeReport

®

. . . Immediately WARNS of Medication Errors

LifeReport

®

. . . All the Patient’s Medical Information at their Fingertips

LifeReport is just a simple piece of paper transformed by a patented idea. It is the only single-page,
single-sided document that contains all the patient’s critical medical information at-a-glance.
Reviewed by patients and numerous healthcare professionals,
LifeReport has been specifically designed to be concise and easy-to-understand.
It is extremely useful on a personal daily basis, during physician visits, while hospitalized,
or recovering in extended care facilities. It actually becomes part of the patient’s medical charts!
Healthcare professionals find LifeReport invaluable, especially during an emergency.
LifeReport is generated by utilizing information currently in your database
and is distributed by your company to the patient at the point-of-purchase.
And, the word “LifeReport” with it’s ability to mimic both in sound and action, the phrase “life support”
may someday become a household word meaning “at-a-glance personal medical records, patient
information form and emergency card.” It could become as familiar as “Q-tips®,” or “Band-Aid®.”
It’s easy for the patient to obtain and use, because they do nothing . . . but ask for it.

LifeReport

®

Benefits Your Company By:

DISTINGUISHING YOU AS THE INDUSTRY LEADER.
The patent states: LifeReport is a “life-saving device in an emergency situation,”
and “immediately readable by the naked eye.” No product like this is currently available.
REDUCING UNNECESSARY EXPENSES DUE TO COSTLY MEDICAL ERRORS.
TARGETING THE “SANDWICH GENERATION” who needs assistance managing
their own family’s health care and that of their aging parents or relatives.
BROADENING YOUR CONSUMER BASE AND CREATING PATIENT LOYALTY. People recognize
the advantages and convenience of LifeReport and depend on your company to supply it to them.
BECOMING THE CENTER-POINT OF YOUR NEXT MARKETING CAMPAIGN, positioning your company
as a innovative, industry leader with this exclusive and compassionate tool.
CREATING ANOTHER MARKETING TOUCHPOINT. It can be offered at your in-store kiosk
or “Walk-In Medical Clinic,” which are becoming popular and standard enhanced services.
LURING PATIENTS TO YOUR WEBSITE AND KEEPING THEM IN TOUCH WITH YOUR OTHER SERVICES.
Additional printouts can be offered through your website, via PIN numbers.
BEING HIPPAA COMPLIANT. LifeReport is secured and generated by your company’s computer system,
utilizing your existing database. The subscription requirement to receive a LifeReport
insures that the patient’s privacy has not been compromised.

LifeReport

®

Benefits the Patient By:

ELIMINATING MANUAL EFFORTS. Obtainable through your company,
the patient or caregiver is not required to spend hours inputting on a computer or tediously writing
this necessary medical and emergency contact information on little cards, or in a notebook, etc.
PROVIDING PERTINENT AND LIFE-SAVING INFORMATION
WHICH IS CURRENT, CORRECT, LEGIBLE, AND CENTRALIZED.
ELIMINATING THE PATIENT’S STRESS, ANXIETY and promoting independence because all the
patient’s medical information is at their fingertips. Daunting Patient Information Forms
at the site of care are eliminated because LifeReport contains all that information
and actually becomes part of the patient’s medical chart.
REDUCING THE CHANCE OF COSTLY MEDICAL ERRORS. LifeReport also tracks medications
and provides warnings. This feature may make LifeReport eligible for insurance or medicare
reimbursement, ultimately costing the patients nothing.
BEING EASY TO CARRY AND EASY TO UNDERSTAND. Since LifeReport is only a single piece of paper,
it is not cumbersome, yet the design makes it comprehensive and easy to read.

But most importantly ...
(please turn the page)

LifeReport

®

is the Patient’s Voice in a Crisis Situation!

LifeReport is more than a simple piece of paper.
It folds down and tucks neatly in a wallet or
wearable carrier/badge revealing the large red letters
“READ IN EMERGENCY.”
LifeReport is immediately and easily readable
to the naked eye. No electricity, devices, or
outside communications of any kind are

necessary to obtain the crucial data contained in
LifeReport.
In the event of disasters (such as Hurricane
Katrina where communications failed and conditions
were chaotic) or if the patient is unconscious or
unable to speak, LifeReport becomes their voice,
when seconds are critical.

LifeReport
after it has
been folded
and placed
in wallet.

Not Actual Size.

For More Information . . .
CONTACT: Stephanie Ward
99 Sunnymead Road, Hillsborough, NJ 08844
Day Phone: 908.359-6358 or 908.359-1514
E-mail: HMMLifeReport@aol.com
Patent No.: US 7,260,586
Date of Issue: August 21, 2007
Registered Domain Name: www.LifeReport.com and www.HomeMedicalManager.com

LifeReport is part of the patented Home Medical
Manager (HMM) System which contains more
features. Each is unique in its ability to solve specific
medical management problems that can occur in the
patient’s home and/or at the site of care. It even addresses potential drug interactions and reduces medication
error liabilities that are frequently in today’s news
stories.

This patented system has a variety of uses with
potentially endless revenue generating possibilities.
Home Medical Manager can lend itself to the creation
of an extended product line, supporting the patient’s
needs, thus increasing additional sales revenue, and
further broadening your consumer base and loyalty.

This proposal is the property of Stephanie Ward. Home Medical Manager ©1999 Stephanie Ward. Home Medical ManagerTM Stephanie Ward.
LifeReport® is a registered trademark of Stephanie Ward. This proposal is the sole property of Stephanie Ward © 2007. www.LifeReport.com
is a registered domain name of Stephanie Ward.
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“It’s hard to believe that a simple piece of
paper saved my dear friend’s life.”
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Peter to the Emergency Room in pain, confused, and unresponsive,
“When I rushed
I was panic stricken and worried about my friend’s life.
In the midst of all the hustle and bustle I could hardly think straight,
let alone answer the detailed questions from emergency personnel.
Thank God they found Peter’s LifeReport tucked neatly in his wallet.
In one quick glance, emergency workers had ALL their answers ....they knew how to proceed....
and one nurse even commented how this simple piece of paper had saved his life.
I’ll never forget how important it is to have a LifeReport.
— Marge I.

’’

LifeReport is your voice in a crisis situation.
GET ONE TODAY ...

You Never Know When You’ll NEED It!

Imagine this ...
You are in an accident,
in shock or maybe even unconscious.

Which would you rather have?

LifeReport

®

or digital media dependent on electricity,
scanning devices or the internet?

